Generic Rubric for *Describing Maps* for LITERATURE

Each **ENTRY** consists of the following:

1. **Adjective** = 1 point
   – select a term that best describes a major characteristic of the subject of the map

2. **Definition** = 2 points
   – include a dictionary definition (1 point) that is reworded to include specifics (1 point) from the assigned/selected work

3. **Quote** = 2 points
   – include a direct quote from the work that displays at least one literary device (three is ideal); quotes may be reduced using ellipses

4. **Page Number of Quote** = 1 point
   – document your evidence

5. **Identification of Literary Device(s)** = 1 point
   – clearly identify and label every example (one is the minimum) of literary technique

6. **Analysis of Identified Literary Device(s)** = 3 points
   – explain the function and impact of the device(s) found. The requirements for each literary device are specific to the definition, its application in the work being analyzed, and the impact of its function upon the character, setting, etc. being described

   = **10 points**

**TOTAL** for each **ENTRY**